Addendum 1
Request for Proposal FY16-0818 Project 601 Access Road
Addendum No. 1 (herein referred to as “Addendum”)
This Addendum revises the above-described procurement, and is hereby incorporated and made a part
of the above-described procurement as if the Addendum had been included in the original procurement
documents. Addendum posted on website at www.orangburgcounty.org-Procurement.
This addendum is as follows: Questions/Clarifications – August 11, 2016

Question
1. Is this a proposal or a bid that will be opened at time of submission and read aloud?
Response:
This is a proposal. Only names of vendors who submitted will be read aloud.
Question
2.) Under Vendor Qualifications and Information items 1, 2, 3, 5 make reference to a
contractor/engineer relationship. Is this a Contractor and Engineer team project or is the
county providing the engineering?
Response
Please delete any reference to contractor/engineering. This is not a design/build
project. Orangeburg County not providing the engineering. Please see corrections to:
Paragraph 1, 2, 3, 5
.

1. Documentation of vendor's general comparative experience(s) to demonstrate vendor
has a minimum of three (3) years road construction experience providing full, onsite operation. The minimum general comparative experience for this procurement is the
successful completion of three (3) years of experience. All three (3) years do not have to be
with the same client: vendor may accumulate the three (3) year minimum from vendor's
service to several road construction vendors
2. Documentation of vendor's specific comparative experience(s) to demonstrate that

vendor has a minimum of one successfully completed, one -year period of being the
exclusive provider of build road construction projects. The minimum specific
comparative experience required for this procurement is one successfully completed, one year period of being the exclusive provider of road construction. The description of vendor's
experience(s) should highlight whatever parallels vendor believes exist between the
procurement described in RFP No. FY17-0818 and vendor's actual experience(s).
3. Delete this paragraph
5. Delete this paragraph

